use S3_Dataset.dta catplot warmop2_r [aw=tempwt] if type!=4, over(type) /// percent(type) asyvars l1title("") /// legend(position (5) ring (0) col (2) size(small) rowgap(*.01) /// symxsize(*.8) symysize(*.7) order(1 3 2 4)) /// blabel(bar, format(%2.0f)) ytitle("") /// ylabel(0(10)60, grid gmin gmax) /// title("{bf:(A)} US and New Hampshire surveys", size(medsmall) position(11)) Figure 1B use S3_Dataset.dta graph hbar (mean) warmop2d00 [aw=tempwt] if type==4, /// over(survname, sort(warmop2d00)) ytitle("") /// blabel(bar, format(%2.0f)) ylabel(0(10)60, grid gmin gmax) /// title("{bf:(B)} Regional CERA/CAFOR surveys", size(medsmall) position (11)) /// bar(1, color(navy)) Figure 2A use S4_Dataset.dta graph twoway rarea warmophi warmoplo edate5 if survey<50, color(gs12) /// || connect warmop00 edate5 if survey<50, msymbol(d) lwidth(medium) /// mlwidth(medium) lcolor(dkorange) mcolor(dkorange) /// || rcap warmophi warmoplo edate5 if survey==80, lcolor(black) /// lwidth(medthick) /// || scatter warmop00 edate5 if survey==80, mcolor(black) msymbol(T) /// lwidth(medthick) mfcolor(white) /// || rcap warmophi warmoplo edate5 if survey==90, lcolor(black) lwidth(medthick) /// || scatter warmop00 edate5 if survey==90, mcolor(black) msymbol(T) /// || rcap warmophi warmoplo edate5 if survey==100, lcolor(black) lwidth(medthick) /// || scatter warmop00 edate5 if survey==100, mcolor(black) msymbol(S) /// mfcolor(white) lwidth(medthick) /// || , xtitle("") legend(order(2 1 4 6 8) col(3) position(5) ring(0) /// label(2 "New Hampshire") label(1 "95% conf. interval") /// label(4 "US NCERA") label(6 "US GSS") label(8 "US IME") /// size(small) rowgap(*.01) holes(3)) /// ytick(0(10)100, grid gmax gmin) ylabel(0(20)100) /// ytitle("") xlabel(, labsize(small)) /// xlabel (18374 18466 18531 18658 18735 18803 18910 19021 19098 19184 /// 19269 19391 19454 19555 19635 19753 19814 19913 20005 20128 /// 20225 , labsize(small) angle ( Table 2 General Social Survey (GSS) data can be downloaded freely from the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) website at http://www3.norc.org/GSS+Website/ Citation for using these data is: Smith, Tom W, Peter Marsden, Michael Hout, and Jibum Kim. General Social Surveys, 1972 -2012 For our analysis we used the 2012 GSS panel survey, which includes the climate beliefs question as a variable named clmtchng. This variable and some others in the dataset were renamed or recoded for consistency with the other datasets used in our paper. Under the General Social Survey terms of use (http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/studies/35478/terms) we are not authorized to publish the GSS subset, but interested researchers can construct their own version with the same properties.
. 
Interval] -------------+---------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(Under terms of human-subjects agreements the CERA/CAFOR survey microdata are not published; contact lead author with questions. ------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
use S7_Dataset.dta svy: logit warmop2d age3 sex2 c.educ40##c.party30 , or nolog margins, at(educ40 = (-1(1)2) party30 = (-1(1)1)) marginsplot, legend(position (11) ring (0) col (1) size(small) rowgap(*.01) /// symxsize(*.4)) /// title("{bf:(A)} GSS national survey", /// position(11) size(medsmall)) xtitle("") ytitle("") /// plot1opts(lpattern(longdash) lwidth(medium) msymbol(O) /// mlwidth(medium)) /// plot2opts(lpattern(solid) lwidth(medium) msymbol(i) /// mlwidth(medium) lcolor(dkgreen) mcolor(dkgreen)) /// plot3opts(lpattern(dash) lwidth(medium) msymbol(Sh) /// mlwidth(medium) lcolor(maroon) mcolor(maroon)) /// xlabel(-1 "<= HS" 0 "Some coll" 1 "College" 2 "Postgrad") /// xscale(range(-1.1 2.1)) recastci(rarea) ci1opts(color(gs14)) /// ci2opts(color(gs13)) ci3opts(color(gs14)) ylabel(.2(.1).9, grid gmin gmax) Figure 3B use S1_Dataset.dta svy: logit warmop2d age3 sex2 c.educ40##c.party30 , or nolog margins, at(educ40 = (-1(1)2) party30 = (-1(1)1)) marginsplot, legend(position(11) ring(0) col(1) size(small) rowgap(*.01) symxsize(*.4)) /// title("{bf:(B)} NCERA national survey", /// position(11) size(medsmall)) xtitle("") ytitle("") /// plot1opts(lpattern(longdash) lwidth(medium) msymbol(O) /// mlwidth(medium)) /// plot2opts(lpattern(solid) lwidth(medium) msymbol(i) /// mlwidth(medium) lcolor(dkgreen) mcolor(dkgreen)) /// plot3opts(lpattern(dash) lwidth(medium) msymbol(Sh) /// mlwidth(medium) lcolor(maroon) mcolor(maroon)) /// xlabel(-1 "<= HS" 0 "Some coll" 1 "College" 2 "Postgrad") /// xscale(range(-1.1 2.1)) recastci(rarea) ci1opts(color(gs14)) /// ci2opts(color(gs13)) ci3opts(color(gs14)) ylabel(.2(.1).9, grid gmin gmax) Figure 3C (Under terms of human-subjects agreements the CERA/CAFOR survey microdata are not published; contact Lawrence.Hamilton@unh.edu with questions.)
use "C:\data\CERA_CAFOR_warmop.dta", clear svy: logit warmop2d age sex c.educ40##c.party30, or nolog label values party30 partyfoo label define partyfoo -1 Dem 0 Ind 1 Rep margins, at(educ40 = (-1(1)2) party30 = (-1(1)1)) marginsplot, legend(position(11) ring(0) col(1) size(small) rowgap(*.01) /// symxsize(*.4)) /// title("{bf:(C)} CERA/CAFOR 11 regional surveys", /// position(11) size(medsmall)) xtitle("") ytitle("") /// plot1opts(lpattern(longdash) lwidth(medium) msymbol(O) /// mlwidth(medium)) /// plot2opts(lpattern(solid) lwidth(medium) msymbol(i) /// mlwidth(medium) lcolor(dkgreen) mcolor(dkgreen)) /// plot3opts(lpattern(dash) lwidth(medium) msymbol(Sh) /// mlwidth(medium) lcolor(maroon) mcolor(maroon)) /// xlabel(-1 "<= HS" 0 "Some coll" 1 "College" 2 "Postgrad") /// xscale(range(-1.1 2.1)) recastci(rarea) ci1opts(color(gs14)) /// ci2opts(color(gs13)) ci3opts(color(gs14)) ylabel(.2(.1).9, grid gmin gmax) Figure 3D (Under terms of human-subjects agreements the GSP survey microdata are not published; contact Lawrence.Hamilton@unh.edu with questions.) svy: logit warmop2d age3 sex2 c.educ40##c.party30 anomnh year ib1.season, nolog or quietly margins, at(educ40 = (-1(1)2) party30 = (-1(1)1)) marginsplot, legend(position(11) ring(0) col(1) size(small) rowgap(*.01) symxsize(*.4)) /// title("{bf:(D)} GSP New Hampshire 21 surveys", /// position(11) size(medsmall)) xtitle("") ytitle("") /// plot1opts(lpattern(longdash) lwidth(medium) msymbol(O) /// mlwidth(medium)) /// plot2opts(lpattern(solid) lwidth(medium) msymbol(i) /// mlwidth(medium) lcolor(dkgreen) mcolor(dkgreen)) /// plot3opts(lpattern(dash) lwidth(medium) msymbol(Sh) /// mlwidth(medium) lcolor(maroon) mcolor(maroon)) /// xlabel(-1 "<= HS" 0 "Some coll" 1 "College" 2 "Postgrad") /// xscale(range(-1.1 2.1)) recastci(rarea) ci1opts(color(gs14)) /// ci2opts(color(gs13)) ci3opts(color(gs14)) ylabel(.2(.1).9, grid gmin gmax)
